EVERTS AIR CARGO (MD-80 Captains & First Officers – Laredo, Texas)
5525 Airport Industrial Rd., Fairbanks, AK 99709
Tel: NO CALLS
Fax: (907) 450-2320
MD-80 Captains and First Officers. Due to continued growth and fleet expansion Everts Air Cargo has openings for
Lower 48 Based MD-80 Captains and First Officers with good flying skills and a strong work ethic. Potential
opportunity to advance to a training, checking or management position. Preference will be given to current and
qualified DC-9/MD-80 pilots.
Everts Air Cargo was formed in 1995 as a 121 Certificated Cargo Airline. Everts Air Cargo is headquartered in
Fairbanks where it serves as the primary base for maintenance, administration and charter operations. Everts
provides scheduled freight service to 12 major hubs in Alaska. Everts expanded operations to the Lower 48 when
it added two MD-80 jets to their certificate and now flies throughout the US, Canada and Mexico.
This is a Home Based position.
Transportation to a major airport near your home and accommodations provided when away from home.
Overtime and off-day pay is available.
Current and qualified (<24 months) starts you at 5th year pay.
Training pay and housing provided during initial training, full guarantee upon completion of PC.
Full benefits including Medical/Vision/Dental/401k are available.
Everts Air Cargo is a CASS Carrier.
Schedule is 18 days on and 12 days off.
Candidates may be required to take a simulator evaluation based upon experience and currency. You must be able
to meet the requirements of 14 CFR Part 121. Crew may be required to assist in loading and unloading cargo.
Qualifications:
Captain: 5000 hours total time, 1000 hours PIC Part 121 over 100,000 pounds MTOW.
First Officer: 2500 hours total time, 1500 MEL, 500 Jet or Turboprop.
Preference will be given to those with previous experience as an Instructor or Check Airman under part 121, and
candidates with a type rating (PIC) in a transport category aircraft.
Requirements:
FAA ATP Written or FAA ATP, First Class Medical, U.S. Citizen, U.S. Passport, Restricted Radio Telephone Operator
Permit. Must be able to lift and move 70 lbs.
When applying, please note the following information in the BODY OF YOUR EMAIL:
1) Your DC-9/MD-80 TOTAL TIME
2) The date of your last DC-9/MD-80 PC
3) The date of your last DC-9/MD-80 flight
Do not use IRO for PIC

